How Does Pinnacle Forum and Its Partners Transform Culture?
Below are at least four different ways Pinnacle Forum Partners effect cultural transformation.
Find these and other examples at www.PinnacleForum.com/testimonial/.

Personal transformation and relational
encouragement that unleashes greater and more effective
leadership within a person’s calling and sphere of influence.

üüThe Partner who discovered how God wanted him
to use his company to advance the kingdom of
God after completing his Cultural Impact Plan.

üüThe “Modesto Miracle”: Saving the
Modesto Christian School.

üüThe creation of “Military Outreach USA.”
üüThe wife who said, “your being in Pinnacle Forum

Community-wide impact, produced by the network
of Pinnacle Forum Partners whose many and varied acts
of service and leadership are dispersed throughout the
community, potentially impacting all seven mountains of
culture.

üü“The Central Illinois Story.”
üüTwo decades of impact in the Phoenix area.
üü“The Modesto Story.”
üüInvolvement in city transformation efforts.

has made you a better man and a better husband.”

üüThe Partner who now leads a national
public policy organization.

Individually-led initiatives whose impact can extend
beyond a community, even as far as internationally.

üüThe “Bible as Literature” program,
now in over 600 schools.

Collaborative initiatives within a Forum or with those
in other Forums, where Partners team up to tackle a
specific need or opportunity.

üüThe distribution of Pure Flix’s “God’s Not Dead” film.
üüThe “Emerging Leaders Initiative,” founded by a
small group of Pinnacle Forum Partners to provide
mentoring to next generation Christian leaders.

üüThe Chicago-area Pinnacle Forum Partners who
joined together to help a high school football
team made up mostly of at-risk youth.

üü“Christian Family Care,” which provides Christ-centered
foster care, adoption and family counseling services.

üü“Elevate Phoenix” – a highly successful educational
approach for at-risk students, now being
expanded into other cities across the country.

üü“School Connect,” led by a Pinnacle Forum Partner

in Phoenix, “researches and develops best practices,”
connecting schools to “business partners, universities,
non-profits and other community leaders.

üüThe Pinnacle Forum Partner who founded The Institute for
Principle Studies, whose mission is “to teach how biblical
principles apply to government, economics and history.”
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